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Project Location

Ninesprings Country Park, Yeovil, Somerset, BA20 1QZ

The western end of the lake at Ninesprings

Project Description

The project’s main aims are to enhance the Ninesprings lake and pond and their margins to increase

 habitat diversity and improve the quality of existing habitats so that a greater range of animals and

 plants are established in the country park. Special emphasis is placed on enhancing the quality and 

extent of water vole habitat both in the water and on land. This will include improving riverside

 margins along the nearby Dodham Brook and creating corridors to link aquatic habitats within the 

park where appropriate.  

A further key objective of the project is to enhance the recreational and educational 

value of the park for the benefit of key groups as well as the wider community. 

Increasing the diversity of plants and animals within the park will help to create a colourful and

 picturesque landscape which will provide an exciting and interesting resource for people to enjoy.   



Currently, the lake and smaller pond to the west of the lake have very little vegetation in the water

 and a limited number of plant species on bankside margins. The addition of a range of new species 

such as yellow flag iris, water mint, water forget-me-not, purple loosestrife, flowering rush, and 

marsh marigold will create a colourful and diverse range of new habitats for insects and animals to

 live in. 

Further flower diversity will be provided through the creation of areas of wet meadow and

 wildflower meadow. These will provide a rich pollen and nectar resource for a range of insects

 including bees, wasps and flies. Common reed and other plants emerging from the water will 

provide protection and resources for water vole and a range of other animal species, including 

reed bunting, warblers and damsel flies and dragonflies. Reed habitats are scarce in South 

Somerset and are a threatened habitat across England, so the project will help to meet a very

 important conservation need!  

          Yellow Flag Iris Water Forget-me-not    Flowering Rush

The project is seeking to provide optimal habitat for water vole and other protected species such as

 kingfisher, otter and bats and hopefully, provide more opportunities for people to catch a glimpse 

of these animals and learn more about them! 

This project forms one component in a sub-catchment strategic collection of projects for the 

restoration and enhancement of the Dodham Brook, notably in the area of the centre of Yeovil 

where the benefits can be incorporated into the Ninesprings Country Park which is a valuable 

public greenspace. The project could also act as a catalyst for further restoration and habitat 

creation work which is being planned on the Preston Brook and River Yeo. These works are part of 

a portfolio of projects advocated by The Yeovil Rivers Community Trust as the lead partner with 

input also from the Somerset Catchment Partnership, South Somerset District Council, Somerset 

County Council, Somerset Rivers Authority, the Environment Agency and other relevant parties, to 

form a comprehensive and holistic programme in and around Yeovil.



Main Features and Benefits 

A key part of the project is to carry out a series of surveys to obtain valuable data to inform the 

design of the enhancement features as well as provide the basis for a post project evaluation and 

monitoring programme. This will include a detailed water vole survey and invasive species survey,

e.g. for mink and signal crayfish to inform the project works as well as future management.

The project also aims to deliver multiple benefits to the community in a safe and sustainable way 

 while providing opportunities for community involvement at every stage. 

Location of Ninesprings Lake, Pond and Water Vole Habitat Enhancement Project 

The main proposed features include:

• Creating reprofiled banks around the lake and island where feasible for the benefit of water

vole

• Fixing coir rolls/matresses pre-planted with water plants to selected locations around the

lake and pond

• Creating wet meadow and wildflower meadow areas on bankside margins

• Extensive planting of water plants, (submerged, emergent and marginal), including common

reed, yellow flag iris, water lily, greater spearwort, meadowsweet and water plantain

• Establishing bug houses on the island

• Coppicing and tree management to reduce shading and facilitate the establishment of

aquatic planting and new wet and wildflower meadows

• Clearance of Himalayan Balsam and other unwelcome plants

• On-going management and monitoring



Emergent vegetation – great habitat for many animals The lake has huge potential for enhancement!  

The high pond banks are ideal for water vole.  The brook – main home for the water vole colony.

The Benefits:

• Environmental benefits through improvement of water and air quality by new plants

removing pollutants

• A bigger and better range of homes for wildlife which promotes biodiversity

• A higher quality green space for the community to enjoy with the lake, pond and island

enhanced and the restored brook providing an exciting network of features and focal points.

This accords with the South Somerset District Council planning, green infrastructure and

biodiversity policies in the latest Local Plan 2006-2028

• Restoring habitat for fish, kingfisher and other protected animals and plants. There is a

breeding population of water vole within the country park but the habitat is sub-optimal and

prone to urban pressures as well as being vulnerable to invasive non-native species

encroachment, especially signal crayfish and mink. The proposed enhancements will provide

improvements in protection, INNs management and increased opportunities for the water

vole population to expand within an optimised environment.

• Promoting a sustainable resource which responds to climate change positively and promotes

the security of the site

• Provides a show case for future projects and adds to our knowledge base through effective

assessment and monitoring; provides valuable evidence for scientific research

• Indirect benefits include: improved stakeholder involvement and empowerment, raised

awareness of environmental issues and benefits, promotion of public investment in

environmental wealth, enhanced sense of community and place.



Project Timetable 

It is hoped that the project will start, subject to funding, in July/August 2019 with surveys carried 

out to assess the condition of the lake, pond and margins and to identify the wildlife living there. 

A list of recommended enhancement actions will then be prepared and outline designs developed 

for those selected. The implementation stage of the scheme will need to take place outside the

 main water vole breeding season, i.e. October 2019 to February 2020 with the wet and wildflower 

meadows requiring maintenance to help establishment over 2 years or so. 

Funding is the main constraint with works being implemented as money becomes available. 

An approximate timetable for the project is shown below:

Surveys and Concept Design: July 2019 – September 2019

Outline Design of enhancement features (reprofiled bank sections/aquatic benches/pre-planted

 coir revetments): August – September 2019

Stakeholder Consultation: August -September 2019 

Detailed Design and implementation of works: October 2019 – February 2020 (Funding dependent).

Maintenance of restoration works: March 2020 – on-going. 

YRCT welcomes the involvement of all members of the community in all our activities.

If you would welcome the chance to make improvements to our environment and the community

by supporting our work through volunteering or are thinking of becoming a trustee please do 

contact us. Contact details can be found on our website or message us on Facebook!

Want to get more involved? 




